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Sensational Revivals 

There has been too much of a divided interest in-----. When a new excitement is raised, there are some who 
cast their influence on the wrong side. Every man and woman should be on guard when there are deceptions abroad 
calculated to lead away from the truth. There are those who are ever ready to see and hear some new and strange thing; 
and the enemy of souls has, in these large cities, plenty to inflame the curiosity and keep the mind diverted from the 
great and sanctifying truths for these last days.   
      If every fluctuating religious excitement leads some to neglect to fully sustain, by their presence and influence, 
the minority who believe unpopular truth, there will be much weakness in the church where there should be strength. 
Satan employs various means by which to accomplish his purposes; and if, under the guise of popular religion, he can 
lead off vacillating and unwary ones from the path of truth, he has accomplished much in dividing the strength of the 
people of God. This fluctuating revival enthusiasm, that comes and goes like the tide, carries a delusive exterior that 
deceives many honest persons into believing it to be the true Spirit of the Lord. It multiplies converts. Those of 
excitable temperaments, the weak and yielding, flock to its standard; but when the wave recedes, they are found 
stranded on the beach. Be not deceived by false teachers, nor led by vain words. The enemy of souls is sure to have 
enough dishes of pleasing fables to suit the appetites of all.   
      There will ever be flashing meteors to arise; but the trail of light they leave immediately goes out in darkness 
that seems denser than it was before. These sensational religious excitements that are created by the relation of 
anecdotes and the exhibition of eccentricities and oddities are all surface work, and those of our faith who are charmed 
and infatuated by these flashes of light will never build up the cause of God. They are ready to withdraw their influence 
upon the slightest occasion and to induce others to attend those gatherings where they hear that which weakens the soul 
and brings confusion to the mind. It is this withdrawal of the interest from the work that makes the cause of God 
languish. We must be steadfast in the faith; we must not be movable. We have our work before us, which is to cause the 
light of truth, as revealed in the law of God, to shine in upon other minds and lead them out of darkness. This work 
requires determined, persevering energy and a fixed purpose to succeed.   

     There are some in the church who need to cling to the pillars of our faith, to settle down and find rock 
bottom, instead of drifting on the surface of excitement and moving from impulse. There are spiritual dyspeptics in the 
church. They are self-made invalids; their spiritual debility is the result of their own wavering course. They are tossed 
about here and there by the changing winds of doctrine, and are often confused and thrown into uncertainty because 
they move entirely by feeling. They are sensational Christians, ever hungering for something new and diverse; strange 
doctrines confuse their faith, and they are worthless to the cause of truth.   

     God calls for men and women of stability, of firm purpose, who can be relied upon in seasons of danger and 
trial, who are as firmly rooted and grounded in the truth as the eternal hills, who cannot be swayed to the right or to the 
left, but who move straight onward and are always found on the right side. There are some, who, in time of religious 
peril, may almost always be looked for in the ranks of the enemy; if they have any influence, it is on the wrong side. 
They do not feel under moral obligation to give all their strength to the truth they profess. Such will be rewarded 
according to their works.   

     Those who do little for the Saviour in the salvation of souls and in keeping themselves right before God, 
will gain but little spiritual muscle. We need continually to use the strength we have that it may develop and increase. 
As disease is the result of the violation of natural laws, so is spiritual declension the result of a continued transgression 
of the law of God. And yet the very transgressors may profess to keep all of God's commandments.   
      We must come nearer to God, place ourselves in closer connection with heaven, and carry out the principles of 
the law in the minutest actions of our everyday lives in order to be spiritually whole. God has given His servants 
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ability, talents to be used for His glory, not to lie idle or be wasted. He has given them light and a knowledge of His 
will to be communicated to others, and in imparting to others we become living channels of light. If we do not exercise 
our spiritual strength we become feeble, as the limbs of the body become powerless when the invalid is compelled to 
remain long inactive. It is use that gives power.   
      Nothing will give greater spiritual strength and a greater increase of earnestness and depth of feeling than 
visiting and ministering to the sick and the desponding, helping them to see the light and to fasten their faith upon 
Jesus. There are disagreeable duties that somebody must do or souls will be left to perish. Christians will find a blessing 
in doing these duties, however unpleasant they may be. Christ took the disagreeable task upon Himself of coming from 
the abode of purity and unsurpassed glory, to dwell, a man among men, in a world seared and blackened by crime, 
violence, and iniquity. He did this to save souls; and shall the objects of such amazing love and unparalleled 
condescension excuse their lives of selfish ease? shall they choose their own pleasure, follow their own inclinations, 
and leave souls to perish in darkness because they will meet with disappointment and rebuffs if they labor to save 
them? Christ paid an infinite price for man's redemption, and shall he say: My Lord, I will not labor in Thy vineyard; I 
pray Thee have me excused"?   
      God calls for those who are at ease in Zion to be up and doing. Will they not listen to the Master's voice? He 
wants prayerful, faithful workers who will sow beside all waters. Those who labor thus will be surprised to find how 
trials, resolutely borne in the name and strength of Jesus, will give firmness to the faith and renew the courage. In the 
path of humble obedience is safety and power, comfort and hope; but the reward will finally be lost by those who do 
nothing for Jesus. Weak hands will be unable to cling to the Mighty One, feeble knees will fail to support in the day of 
adversity. Bible readers and Christian workers will receive the glorious prize, and hear the "Well done, thou good and 
faithful servant: . . . enter thou into the joy of thy Lord."      
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